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JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS 38, 25.5 (1972) 
Erratum 
Vol. 35 (1971) in the article, “Asymptotic Duality over Closed Convex 
Sets,” by A. Ben-Israel, A. Charnes, and K. 0. Kortanek, pp. 677-691: 
In the definition of the constraint set F(I1) for problem (II), the y-compo- 
nent was omitted, and correspondingly a zero component in the definition 
of F(I1’) was also omitted. The following changes are therefore required. 
1. Page 678: “[y, x, 71 E Rm x Rn x R” replaces “[y, z] E Rm x Rn” in 
Definition (3). 
2. Page 679: “[y, ,a, 71 OF” replaces “[y, z] OF” in the line under 
(iii). 
3. Page 681: “x~ --+ (l/a) a E K” replaces “x~ + 1 /a(u) E K” in line 7. 
4. Page 684: “{[y, z, ~1 E R” x Rn x R: ATy - z = c, (t) E (cZ(C(K)})*}” 
replaces the right hand side of (14). 
5. Page 684: “[y, z, 0] E R” x R” x R” replaces “[y, .s] E R” x R”” in 
the definition (16). 
6. Page 685: “(b, y) + 7 : [y, x, 71 OF” replaces “(b, y) : [y, z] EF(II)” 
in the definition (20). 
7. Page 685: “[y, x, 0] &(II’)” replaces “[y, x] ~F(11’)” in Definition (21). 
8. Page 685: “[y, z, 71” replaces “[(t) , (@I” in (22). 
9. Page 686: Replace the first three lines of the proof with the following. 
[y, z, 0] ~F(11’) * [y, z, l] EF(II), since K* C Kzr . Hence 
WI’) # + s- F(II) # +. 
To prove (26), let [y, x, 0] ~F(11’). F or each k = 1, 2 ,... [y, (Kz)/K, l/K] &‘(II) 
because z E K* * k.a E K* C K:r. Hence inf,((b, y) + l/K} = (b, y) and 
therefore i(I1) < $11’). (28) now follows from (18) and (26). 
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